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If you have kids aged 8-14, this 
is a fun and educational book to 

read with them. 
 

And Radiolab is a great podcast 
to listen to with them. 

 
 

 

Current Views 
 

Short EURUSD at 1.1000 
Stop loss at 1.1201 
Take profit 1.0755 

 

Short GBPUSD at 1.3215 
Stop loss at 1.3353 
Take profit 1.2811 

 
 

    

  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Round 1 goes to 
 
 

The first round of the French presidential election is this weekend and polling 
momentum suggests it’s too close to call. This is in sharp contrast to the consensus 
view just a month or two ago which was that Macron was cruising to victory. Here is the 
evolution of the polls: 
 

 
 
And here’s the most recent poll conducted April 4 to April 7. The graphic is a bit 
confusing; gold is Macron, dark blue is Le Pen. 
 

 
 

You can read a good article on that poll and the election here. The three main outcomes 
to watch for on Sunday: 
 
Macron wins by 4% or more: Sigh of relief 
Macron wins by 2% or less: Nervous two weeks ahead into Round 2 (24APR) 
Le Pen wins Round 1:  Ruh roh 
 
There are other scenarios that are possible, but they are unlikely (e.g., Macron 1st, 
Melenchon 2nd). We should know the results before the markets open Sunday as the 
exit polls in France have a good rep and should come out at 2pm whereas markets 
open at 3pm. Nobody seems to think Le Pen can win Round 1 but why not? Should at 
least be a 10 delta? 
 
EURUSD options are trading around 13 vol equivalent vs. 10 recently. This seems like 
a rare instance where options are underpriced for an event. 85 times out of 100, options 
for an event like this are overpriced. This time, however, Monday 1.0800s trade for less 
than 15 pips off 1.0860 spot and that doesn’t seem unreasonable to me from an 
expected value point of view. Note: price probably trades quite a bit better than 15 pips, 
I’m just being conservative, please contact Spectra FX Solutions for live pricing. 

Friday, April 08, 2022 

http://bdonnelly@spectrafx.com
mailto:bdonnelly@spectramarkets.com
https://www.newstatesman.com/international-politics/french-election-2022/2022/04/exclusive-polling-marine-le-pen-on-49-per-cent-of-the-vote-for-french-president
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-weighs-choice-of-jerome-powell-or-lael-brainard-as-fed-chair-11636972201
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Here’s a simple expected value calculation that seems reasonable to me: 
 

 
 
My assumption is that on a very tight round 1 victory for Macron (the second row in the xls), you can trade the gamma 
and break even. If Le Pen is ahead of Macron in Round 1, EURUSD goes to 1.0685 and your 15 pips yields 115 
pips of profit (115 pips profit – 15 pips cost)/(15 pips cost) = 6.67:1. 
 
I have oversimplified here and the overall performance of (Le Pen + Zemmour + Mélenchon) will also factor into the 
market reaction. But I don’t think that my grid is a million miles off. Feedback always welcome. 
 
Where I could be wrong here is on how big of a market reaction there will be to Round 1 given there is a debate 
coming up and two weeks before Round 2. My bet is that a Le Pen scare is a big enough deal that the market will 
price it pretty aggressively right away. I could be wrong on that and maybe that explains why I think the option is 
cheap and the market doesn’t.  
 
 

Readers reply on liquidity 
  

 
 

Readers came to me yesterday with examples of places where liquidity is terrible right now. Transaction costs in 
energy markets, for example, have exploded. USDJPY in Asia time is weirdly illiquid these days. I did not mean to 
completely pooh-pooh the liquidity question in my piece… My point was more that liquidity is dynamic and not static 
so to ask broadly “how is liquidity?” is not as drilling down more specifically. 
 
Liquidity is a function of: 

 

• Asset class 

• Time of day 

• Product volatility and overall global macro volatility 

• Events (bid/offer widens around known events as 
most algos turn off) 

• Random order flow (a central bank TWAP buying 2 
billion euros from 7am to 11am means… it’s going 
to be easier to sell than to buy!) 

• Resting orders (are there a ton of stops on one side 
of the market? If yes, that side is the weak side) 

• Idiosyncratic tail risks (counterparty risk in VXX, 
convexity in rates markets, barriers in FX, short squeeze in GME, SNB “floor”, RSX delisting, etc.). Basically: 
“This isn’t what you thought it was” risk. 

 
It is difficult to capture all these things in aggregate data like top of book volume especially when there are sneaky 
algorithms playing hide and seek. Aggregated data often does not mean much. 
 
This CME liquidity tool is fun to play around with. You can dig into various products and see how cost to transact has 
evolved over time. I built that chart up right with the CME tool. 

 
 

Closing thoughts 
  

 
 

If you never quite TOTALLY understood what Roblox is exactly… This deep dive will help. Have a fun weekend. 
 
 

good luck ⇅ be nimble  

EURUSD P&L Odds Payoff

Macron by 4 or more Unch or up (100)        45% (45)           

Macron by 2 or less Range 1.0780/1.0850 -           45% -           

Le Pen Cover at 1.0685 667          10% 67            

22            

https://www.cmegroup.com/tools-information/cme-liquidity-tool.html
https://valuepunks.substack.com/p/deep-dive-roblox-rblx-us?s=w
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Try Premium Free for 1 Month 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

xkcd is still the best. Happy Friday 

 
  

https://www.linkedin.com/premium/products/?destRedirectURL=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Ffeed%2F%3FshowPremiumWelcomeBanner%3Dtrue&upsellOrderOrigin=premium_nav_upsell_text
https://xkcd.com/2584/
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Click here to subscribe to am/FX 
 
 

 
Markets and Trading Commentary Disclaimer 
 
This material has been provided by Spectra Markets, LLC (“Spectra Markets”). This material is confidential and therefore 

intended for your sole use. You may not reproduce, distribute, or transmit this material or any portion thereof to anyone without 

prior written permission from Spectra Markets.  

This material is solely for informational and discussion purposes only. Spectra Markets is not a registered investment advisor 

or commodity trading advisor. This material should not be viewed as a current or past recommendation or an offer to sell or the 

solicitation to enter into a particular position or adopt a particular investment strategy. Spectra Markets does not provide, and 

has not provided, any investment advice or personal recommendation to you in relation to any transaction described in this 

material. Accordingly, Spectra Markets is under no obligation to, and shall not, determine the suitability for you of any 

transaction described in this material. 

To be clear: Your individual circumstances have not been assessed. You must determine, on your own behalf or through 

independent professional advice, the merits, terms, conditions, risks, and consequences of any transactions described in this 

material. Securities described in this material may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. 

This material may also contain information regarding derivatives and other complex financial products. Do not invest in such 

products unless you fully understand and are willing to assume the risks associated with such products. Neither Spectra 

Markets nor any of its directors, officers, employees, representatives, or agents, accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, 

indirect, or consequential losses (in contract, tort or otherwise) arising from the use of this material or reliance on information 

contained herein, to the fullest extent allowed by law. 

The opinions expressed in this material represent the current, good faith views of the author at the time of publication. Any 

information contained in this material is not and should not be regarded as investment research or derivatives research as 

determined by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

(“CFTC”), the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), the National Futures Association (“NFA”) or any other relevant 

regulatory body. The author is currently employed at a trading desk. The opinions may not be objective or independent of the 

interests of the author. Additionally, the author may have consulted with various trading desks while preparing this material and 

a trading desk may have accumulated positions in the financial instruments or related derivatives products that are the subject 

of this material. 

Spectra Markets does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information presented in this material. 

Past performance and simulation data do not necessarily indicate future performance. Predictions, opinions, and other 

information contained in this material are subject to change continually and without notice of any kind and may no longer be 

true after the date indicated. Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and Spectra Markets 

assumes no duty to and does not undertake to update forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to 

numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, which change over time. Actual results could differ materially from those 

anticipated in forward-looking statements. The value of any investment may also fluctuate as a result of market changes. 

Spectra Markets is affiliated with Spectra FX Solutions LLC, an introducing broker that is registered with the NFA; Spectra FX 

Solutions LLP, which is a registered entity with the U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority; and SpectrAxe, LLC, a swap execution 

facility that is currently in the process of registering with the CFTC. The disclosures for Spectra FX Solutions LLC and Spectra 

FX Solutions LLP related to the separate businesses of Spectra FX can be found at http://www.spectrafx.com/. 

https://www.spectramarkets.com/subscribe/

